
CAN YOU BELIEVE IT’S 2016 !!                                                                       Winners of Parent Child Tournament 

                                                                                                                                                           

 BIRCHGROVE TENNIS CENTRE ACTION PACKED 
                                                                                                                           

 

The DA went through Council without a problem so hopefully it won’t be long before something starts to 

happen. I won’t hold my breath though. 

 

 

The view of the harbour is partially obscured at the moment due to screening which has been erected for the 

works at the oval. A new amenities block and a storage facility is being built and excavation will take place  

under courts 1, 2 and 3 to accommodate it. Fingers crossed there are no problems with the courts. 

 

 

Don’t Forget! 

We now have a credit facility at the courts. However, this can only be 

used for lessons, Pro Shop and anything else pertaining to Terry Rocavert Pty Ltd.           

No court hire can be paid via credit card as we are a separate entity to Ryde Balmain Tennis who don’t use  

credit. 

 

 

All permanent court hire should have been paid by now. Could all outstanding hirers please get their 

payments up to date and don’t forget to put the booking name and/or invoice number on the transaction when  

paying. 

 

 

These championships are open to everyone including court hirers, those coached and who play comp. 

There are adult events and junior events and a time draw is issued for matches. The event will be held over 2 

Sundays 6th and 13th March, 2016. Entries close Sunday 28th February. Entry forms are in the clubhouse. 

 

 

Our coaching and matchplay have expanded this term and everything is going well. As is the Saturday Junior 

Comp. The centre has a great feel about it with so many people using it. 

 

 

This adult comp recommences Saturday 27th February 1.30 to 4.30pm Saturdays, consequently casual court hire  

will be more difficult. 
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